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Horizontal Parapet

Subtle Red Brick 
Facade

 Variation in Tone of Red 
Brick Window Dressing

Lower Band of Brick 
Variation Separated by 

Stone Band

Portal Entrance Detail

Black Cast Iron Railings

187 - 191 Stoke Newington High Street

• Modern materials might be appropriate in some locations, but should always be of the highest quality.

Prior to the design of any scheme, understanding the context is of paramount importance.  With the site being surrounded by 
multiple listed buildings, key analysis of their design features was undertaken. 

Key principles which are noted include the horizontal parapets to the red brick buildings, which form crisp edges to the sky 
above.

The buildings are beautiful brick red tones which have weathered and positively matured over time.  The lower band of brick 
has a slight variation in tone to the ground floor which is capped by a stone banding. 

The window reveal detail emphasises the fenestration with the use of different red toned brick dressings with a variation in 
the coursing. 

The portal entrance doors create a grand arrival space, with a recessed front door, adding depth to the facade.  The result 
being a hierarchy of architectural moves which create a well ordered architectural elevation. 

The black cast iron railings are used to the light-well of the property as well as the boundary of the curtilage, the same 
treatment as the park entrance gates, which are also listed.  These delicate railing details contrast the solidity of the brick 
building.

2.0 SITE AND CONTEXT APPRAISAL
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2.0 SITE AND CONTEXT APPRAISAL

Planning History and Policy Considerations

There is an extensive planning history associated with the site and the wider business park.  The accompanying planning 
statement looks at the planning history in more detail.

The site forms part of the wider Wilmer Business Park which is allocated for “retail, employment, and supporting community 
and leisure uses including residential use and public car park” in the Site Allocations Local Plan (2016), although the 
allocation has not been carried forward into Hackney’s emerging Local Plan which is soon to be adopted.

Below lists some of the recent applications which are relevant for the site:

1. 2013 Application - Approved  2013/3187 - Demolition of buildings on land at Wilmer Place and the rear parts 
of 193-201 Stoke Newington High Street, with retention of front Stoke Newington High Street facade, in connection 
with associated planning application for redevelopment to provide a retail unit at ground floor level with 53 residential 
units above. 

2. 2016 Application - Approved  2016/3179 - Erection of a part 2, 3 and 4 storey building with two basements, 
comprising offices (Use Class B1) on ground and first floors, eight residential units (Use Class C3) across all floors 
and associated development including roof terraces and landscaped amenity spaces, 3 car parking spaces (including 2 
disabled spaces) and cycle and refuse stores to be accessed from Wilmer Place. For the purposes of consultation only: 
The proposed housing mix is 5x2bed and 3x3bed. 1596m2 of office floorspace is proposed. 

3. 2018 Application - Approved  2018/1510- Erection of a part 2, 3 and 4 storey building (plus lower ground floor) 
comprising 19 residential units (Use Class C3) at ground to third floors, commercial floorspace (Use Class B1) at 
ground and lower ground floors; associated development including a communal roof terrace, landscaped courtyard, 
living roofs, 3 car parking spaces (including 2 disabled spaces and a car club space ) and cycle and refuse stores to be 
accessed from Wilmer Place [following demolition of existing bin store].

4. Carpet Factory re-cladding - Approved  2015/2877 - Re-cladding of existing building with external insulation/
brick slips and alterations to fenestration materials and openings on all elevations of the building, demolition of single 
storey ground floor lean-to structure to rear of no.213 Stoke Newington High Street, replacement of existing escape 
staircase, demolition of single storey lean-to car wash structure on south-west corner of building and alterations to 
roof materials.

2.   2016/3179 - Approved1.   2013/3187 - Approved

3.   2018/1510 - Approved 4.   2015/2877 - Approved and Built - known as the ‘Cotton Exchange’
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2.0 SITE AND CONTEXT APPRAISAL

Site Constraints

•	 Conservation	Area- creating a design that respects the conservation area, listed buildings and buildings of 
townscape merit in the vicinity.

•	 Listed	Buildings- proximity to nearby listed buildings, most notably 187-191 Stoke Newington High Street and 
registered Park and Garden cemetery.

•	 Vehicular	Access-	 requirements for rubbish collection vehicle access/ deliveries.

•	 Pedestrian	Access-	 requirements for pedestrians access to both Cotton Exchange and new proposed development. 

•	 Daylight/Sunlight-	Taking into account day light / sun light for neighbouring / adjacent properties - using the BRE 
guide as a point of reference.

•	 Arboriculture- Respecting adjacent trees both in terms of their crowns and roots.

Site Opportunities

•	 High	Quality	Urban	Design- Create an exemplar development that responds to the London Plan, Hackney Local Plan 
2033 and Hackney Core Strategy and DMLP which optimises the potential of this highly accessible Town Centre site, 
with a PTAL 5 to 6a rating. 

•	 High	Quality	Living	Accommodation- Potential to create high quality, dual aspect residential units with excellent 
amenity space offering good views from west facing terraces, the design of which is suitable for being within the 
Stoke Newington Conservation Area that respond to the London Plan.

•	 Contextually	Driven	Public	Realm-	Potential to allow the ‘green finger’ landscape concept to enhance the 
connection through to Abney Park and also provide high quality public realm which offers play space, cycle storage, 
planting and defensible space to the existing and proposed dwellings.

•	 Considered	Ecological	Response- Deliver wider environmental benefits such as biodiversity gains and sustainable 
urban drainage and where possible offer opportunities to encourage the wildlife corridor between the site and Abney 
Park through the use of hit and miss fencing to replace areas such as the current metal security fencing (north west 
corner of site).
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION

Development Brief

Dowen Farmer Architects were approached to review the two extant planning approvals on the site following a development 
appraisal which concluded both approvals have proved difficult to build out for a number of reasons not directly related to 
this DAS.

The Development brief was to design a high quality residential scheme that founded the principles of the approved 
2018/1510 and 2016/3179 planning applications scheme in footprint and general massing.

To create a viable proposal consisting of 30 residential units of which 8 being affordable, desirable family homes to the north 
of the site with generous amenity space.

The design must be of the highest quality,  built upon the exceptional standard of living accommodation which Artform have 
continued to provide across London over recent years.  One thing which was made clear from the outset was the developer’s 
desire to create a building of exemplar architectural merit, utilising finely crafted details and materials. 

The design must also respond to the surrounding area respectfully, optimise natural light in each unit/be dual aspect where 
possible and retain visual connections between the east of the development and Abney Park.

Design Vision

Being in such close proximity to Stoke Newington High Street and Abney Park, residents and other building users would be 
provided with excellent access to transport, amenity and lifestyle resources, in one of London’s most desirable locations often 
referred to as ‘North London’s village’. 

The intention is that the building would anchor the current piecemeal redevelopment being undertaken in the area, 
particularly within the Wilmer Business Park itself.  In doing so and in creating a high quality landscaped courtyard, offered 
within a mews scaled space, the public realm will thread together and unify the development, whilst offering a secluded 
amenity space, minutes from the hustle and bustle of the high street.  This approach would amplify the current relationship 
between Abney Park and Stoke Newington high Street in a positive way, connecting two spaces of very different character, 
and both key character areas within the conservation area appraisal. 

When taking a fresh view of the site it became clear the greatest opportunity was to embrace the sites connection with 
Abney Park, but also respect the viability of slicing the building into too many elements.  The direction felt clear; break down 
the massing where possible to offer clear views through to the park and remove the occurrence of semi-public outdoor 
walkways which go in front of the upper level units as proposed within the 2018/1510 application.  This is achieved through 
creating a second transparent core within the main courtyard offering two full height obscured views of the park beyond 
which can be experienced upon arriving at the site as well as a third glass slice in the building further to the north, splitting 
the mews housing and the apartments.

Peter Barber - Peckham Road  - massing breakdown

Piercy & Co - Turnmill Building - hit and miss detailing

Caruso St John - Newport Street Gallery - brick tones

Hawarth Tompkins - Silchester Housing - brick sill and portal detailing
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION

Key Design Rationale

The Government’s commitment to design excellence is a key theme of the NPPF. High quality and inclusive design is seen to 
go beyond just aesthetic considerations, with plan-making and decision-making required to “address connections between 
people and places and the integration of new development into the natural, built and historic environment”.

In determining applications the NPPF gives weight to achieving outstanding or innovative designs, which help raise the 
general standard of design. 

The following were key design rationales that were employed during the evolution of the process:   

• Improve the public realm and streetscape within Wilmer Place

• Retain clear visual connections to Abney Park

• Respond to local buildings and the local landscape

• Compose a building that has a holistic, simple and elegant language which reflects and embraces the core values set 
within the conservation area appraisal, whilst re-imagines the response in a contemporary approach, fit for modern 
building methodologies

• Where possible encourage the existing wildlife corridor 

• In order to ensure the residential units offer the highest quality living standards, extensive time has been devoted to 
revising internal layouts to ensure:

 -  Maximising daylight

 -  High quality amenity space which offers privacy, sunlight and good outlook

 -  Sufficient storage space

 -  Contemporary open plan living 

• There is significant opportunity to capitalise on a site which sits between two very different environments- to the east, 
the energised Stoke Newington High Street, with excellent access to transport connections, to the west, the serenity 
of the parkland.  Therefore providing a landscaped courtyard space which threads itself into the wider environment has 
been a key element within the design process.  The unique secluded nature of the site relative to its close proximity to 
an urban centre offers a unique opportunity to create a new thriving residential community.

Clay Model - Proposed Massing Axo

Clay Model - Proposed Massing PlanSketch Evolution

Existing Approved Footprint

Split Blocks

Create Visual Links

Carve and Sculpt Facade
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION

Design Evolution

The design evolution for this scheme is rooted in both the existing planning approvals currently in place for the site.

Policy 3.5 in the Mayor’s Housing SPG states that housing developments should be of the highest quality, both internally 
and externally. This is supported by the London Borough of Hackney Development Management Local Plan (DMLP) Policy 
DM1 - High Quality Design which sets out how developments should address issues of quality with regard to design, setting 
and context. 

A well designed development on the site could intensify its use, complementing the wider public realm of the Stoke 
Newington Conservation Area and enhancing the surroundings in Wilmer Place.

The design footprint and massing envelope remains the same in principle as both of the previous existing approvals. The 
concept was to create two visual connections through to the park from the main courtyard space, as this was the arrival 
amenity space, and the key location to appreciate the visual connections.  One further cut through the proposal, opposite 
the Cotton Exchange, to the park splits up the scheme into four blocks; these four blocks have the same language but are 
architecturally broken down in their massing to have the expression and feeling of a mews development and reflects the 
language of the surrounding conservation area:  “The built form of the Stoke Newington Conservation Area is primarily 
composed of 19th century buildings arranged in terraces, with a variety of heights”.

Artform have a track record of building out sites where they are granted planning approval. This site has sat derelict for 
significant time, with numerous planning approvals that have not been implemented. One point to note is the 2016/3179  
approval had no affordable homes, but is a viable scheme to build out. The 2018/1510 scheme, as mentioned in the 
committee report, is an improvement in design terms relative to the 2016/3179 scheme, but is not a viable scheme and 
therefore prevents the site being built out.  Therefore, the idea has been to take some of the 2018/1510 design principles 
and build on them to create a viable scheme which also includes a significant number of affordable homes, and then to ensure 
that the scheme is built out to provide high quality homes which are in such great demand throughout London.  

Existing Approved Footprint

Respect Cotton Exchange

Cuts Through to Park

Sculpt and Break Down Massing
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION

Design Evolution

The proposal is to provide mews houses to the north which are more domestic in scale to compliment the adjacent Cotton 
Exchange and gradually build up in height to reflect the wider urban scale as the courtyard space opens up, offering a more 
urban contextual response to the south. 

Key corners of the building have been curved deliberately to offer a friendly and welcoming moment as one arrives in the 
courtyard space to reflect the ideology of an inclusive community. 

The design takes cues from some of Peter Barber’s successful work in creating sustainable urban communities within 
London in the form of mews style settlements. A key design feature for the scheme was to have a solid base but to make the 
building feel lighter as it grew upwards and to dissolve into the sky offering up glimpses of the park beyond.  This has been 
manifested in the language used to create amenity space to the eastern elevations.

Taking significant inspiration from the conservation area appraisal, in particular to the appreciation of brick as a timeless 
building material, the scheme echoes the beauty of a brick massed form which has been carefully sculpted to create a 
proposal which feels of appropriate scale for the sensitive location, yet contemporary in its response. 

Furthering on the above, the proposed design seeks to reflect this rich historic layering with a clean contemporary approach.  
Simple, yet elegant details to key areas such as deep window reveals, minimal parapet edges and significant set back 
terraces to the building to create a sense of solidity.  This will ensure the building sits within its context as a high quality 
piece of architecture and urban design indefinitely.  These key moves have been a direct response to the appreciation of well 
detailed window reveals, parapet details and door surrounds in the conservation area appraisal. 

The openings within the façades are driven by the requirement for contemporary homes that offer an open plan, modern way 
of living.  These fluid units will provide bright, open and flexible spaces which relate well to the external environment.  An 
approach which has been taken for both the market and affordable units. The Cotton Exchange Mews Street with landscaped defensible 

soft space (8.5m wide)
Wilmer Place Proposed Mews (the 

windows directly to the west of the 
Cotton Exchange on the east facade of 

the proposal are obscured at ground and 
first floor)

Wilmer Place rear private 
gardens

Abney Park 
Cemetery
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION
Design Evolution

1 - Footprint previously approved

4 - Provide core access

2 - Visual connection to Abney Park

5 - Create visual interest to engage with courtyard mews space

3 - Create  setback

6 - Layer in detail of deep recessed windows and doors
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION
Key Design Features

Glazed Cores

A solution to maintain visual connections to Abney Park whilst having internal cores to provide shelter for residents into their 
respective apartments.  This approach also breaks up the massing of the scheme into a sensitive proposal.

Brick Detailing

A reflection and response to the conservation area appraisal. The beauty of the locally listed brick buildings, attention to 
detail of window reveals and deep punctuated recessing in the building facade is a language the design indents to express.

Planters

Greenery is a priority for this development, not only will the planting encourage the green corridors through to the park, but 
the planting will act as key defensible space to offer privacy and minimise overlooking in the compact mews environment.
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION
Key Design Features

Private Amenity Space

The approach is for the balconies to be recessed within the building volume so that they appear ‘carved out’, reinforcing 
the solidity of the brick volumes and creating more privacy to the external spaces. This has been done whilst stepping the 
building back at the balcony line to give the feeling the building breaks down as it rises upwards, reducing the scale of the 
proposal.

Feature Curved Corner Flush Windows

Crisp detailing to the curved flush corner windows offer panoramic views of the courtyard space and allow an inviting arrival 
moment to the scheme.

Activated Streetscape

Allowing the streetscape to feel like an extension of the park has been a key design driver, and creating space for the 
residents that they can enjoy, whether that be play space for children or relaxation space from the hustle and bustle of the 
High Street for older residents.
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION
Key Design Features

Entrance Details

The brick detailing has been considered to combine external landscaping, planter beds and entrance thresholds.  

The image opposite highlights the concept focused around recessed door details that extend into the chamfering planter 
beds.  The idea is to create welcoming arrival spaces which feel part of the building fabric.  These also act as informal 
seating spaces to encourage neighbours to gather and socialise, as well as defensible spaces for the units.

The low level soldier brick banding offers a grounding element to the design, which changes to red brick and stretcher bond 
coursing to the levels above. This tonal variation helps to break down the massing of the design as well as create playful 
visual interest to the proposal.

As the design dialogue develops further, we aim to work up all thresholds to a considered level of clarity with the aim of 
showcasing beautiful brick detailing in a variety of contemporary and elegant ways.
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION
Key Design Features

Terrace Details

The recessed terraces are chamfered to create private amenity space that also has pleasant a outlook with an element of 
prospect and refuge.  The finished massing is that of a solid sculpted object, achieved by wrapping the brickwork to the 
return facades and also allowing the parapet up stand to be formed of brick.  

The balustrade takes inspiration from the cast iron railings that are found adjoining many of the listed buildings and 
structures in the conservation area.  

The deep reveals to the doors of the terraces further promote the key brick details looking to be exploited within the 
proposal.  These door head heights tie in with the adjacent windows creating a consistent approach to the fenestration layout 
and detailing.
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION
Brand Development

INSPIRATION METHOD FINISH

STYLE

LOGOTYPE EXECUTION

Introduction

Artform are known for impactful, individual brands that tell the story of each of their developments, spanning across property 
brochures, websites, construction hoarding, social media campaigns, launch events, wayfinding signage and more. 

The brand for Wilmer Place will be directly informed by its location and target market, as well as the architectural design and 
interior concept of the proposed scheme. This holistic approach to branding ensures that the message to both prospective 
buyers and local residents is clear from the beginning - that the utmost care has been taken at this development.

On this page and the following, two potential brand directions have been explored, looking at varying styles, colour schemes 
and the overall impression created.

Concept One

Historical documents detail the rare oaks scattered around Abney Park Cemetery. One variety in particular is a hybrid of oak 
species – including the ‘Holm oak’. 
 
These hidden away oaks are the inspiration behind the name and the concept for the brand identity. 
 
The hand cut and printed approach reflects the consideration and craft within the scheme, whilst the natural breaks within 
the oak rings mimic the cut throughs of the architecture.

The logotype is as a modern interpretation of old wood cut lettering.

The colour palette references the warm and natural tones of woodland.
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3.0 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND EVOLUTION
Brand Development

INSPIRATION PATTERN FINISH

LOGOTYPE EXECUTION

Concept Two

The visual concept reflects the cascading nature of the architecture – reminiscent of landscape topography.

The alternative meaning for Holm (Island) supports this radiating topographical graphic. 
 
The letter-forms of the logotype are purposefully varied in position and height to mimic the movement within the 
architecture, whilst the stencil brings a grounded detail that hint at the openings between the buildings.

A soft palette has been chosen to blend with the materiality of the scheme and its surrounding area. 


